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Abstract— The advancement of several significant technologies,
such as artificial intelligence, cyber intelligence, and machine
learning, has made big data penetrate not only into the industry
and academic field but also our daily life along with a variety
of cyber-enabled applications. In this article, we focus on a
deep correlation mining method in heterogeneous big data
environments. A hierarchical hybrid network (HHN) model is
constructed to describe multitype relationships among different
entities, and a series of measures are defined to quantify the
internal correlations within one specific layer or external corre-
lations between different layers. An intelligent router based on
deep reinforcement learning framework is designed to generate
optimal actions to route across the HHN. An improved random
walk with the restart-based algorithm is then developed with
the intelligent router, based on the hierarchical influence across
network associated with multiple correlations. An intelligent
recommendation mechanism is finally designed and applied
to support users’ collaboration works in scholarly big data
environments. Experiments based on DBLP and ResearchGate
data show the practicability and usefulness of our model and
method.

Index Terms— Correlation mining, cyber intelligence, hetero-
geneous big data, hierarchical hybrid network (HHN), reinforce-
ment learning, social influence.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE development of emerging technologies has enabled
big data to quickly penetrate into both industry area
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and academic field [1], [2]. Cyber-social computing in the
era of big data is also rapidly emerging and progressing [3].
Social networks can help people quickly publish and obtain
the desired information. Due to the highly open and accessi-
ble nature of social networks with rapidly developed cyber-
social technologies, we are able to mine data and discover
association patterns of between users [4]. In particular, with
the widespread use of Web 2.0, users of social networks are no
longer a single user group. An entire community can join the
social network, expanding the scope of information sharing
and cyber circles [5]. These intricate but integrated social
networks provide us with a more detailed analysis of the
heterogeneous big data.

There is one typical type of heterogeneous big data, which
is generated by various academic subjects and related to the
academic field. Due to the particularity of the staff and work
areas, this kind of data shared on various academic websites
and stored in different databases are known as the scholarly
big data. In particular, these data contain a variety of text
contents, academic networks, and digital libraries in the form
of, but not limited to, journal articles, conference articles,
experimental records, patents, and books. Due to the high
popularity of social networking service, along with the rapid
development of Web 2.0 technologies, more and more scholars
are engaging into their own academic social networks, where
they can share their academic activities, research progress,
and communicate with other researchers who are interested
in the similar fields. Scholarly big data are, thus, continuously
increasing at a high growth rate and become a hot area of big
data research, which attracts researchers from both scientific
institutions and industries, to enrich potential values through
scholarly big data mining techniques [6], [7].

In recent years, researchers focused more on studies of mul-
titype relationships among scholarly big data, which resulted
in a variety of achievements including the integration of dupli-
cation academic information, prediction of research hotspots,
and recommendation of related articles [8]–[10]. However,
when facing analysis based on heterogeneous data sets, these
studies still have several limitations: 1) many mechanisms
are developed based on measuring the degree of associations
between different entities (such as researchers and articles) for
recommendations, but most of them only focus on one single
relationship (such as the coauthor relationship). Although
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some recommendation systems consider multiple relation-
ships, they measure these relationships separately, rather than
combining them in an associative way. 2) When dealing with
different types of entities in a constructed network model,
most studies calculate the relevance among the same type
of entities in a nondiscriminatory way, and thus, do not
take multilevel factors into account. 3) Analysis of complex
relationships across heterogeneous networks usually requires
extracting multimodality features from different data sets. How
to effectively incorporate different data sources together and
further identify the hidden relations among them have not been
well studied.

In this article, we designed and built a hierarchical hybrid
network (HHN) model to describe multiple associations
among different entities, in order to provide the intelligent
recommendation in the context of heterogeneous big data
integration from multiple data sources. Compared with other
related models, it is improved mainly in the following two
aspects: 1) a hierarchical architecture to fully consider the
various relationships from multisource data sets for deep
correlation mining. 2) A multilevel measurement to quan-
tify relations among different entities (e.g., users and items)
considering the internal and external social influence. Based
on these, we developed a deep reinforcement learning-based
intelligent router with an improved random walk with restart
(RWR)-based algorithm, which is applied to provide intelligent
recommendations for users’ collaboration work support in
scholarly big data environments. Specifically, the main con-
tributions addressed in this article can be summarized in the
following.

1) An HHN model is constructed to represent multitype
relationships among different entities in heterogeneous
big data environments, in which the internal correlations
within one specific layer or external correlations between
different layers are quantified with a series of measures.

2) An intelligent router based on deep reinforcement learn-
ing framework is proposed to generate optimal actions to
route across the HHN model, which efficiently improves
the RWR process when handling the heterogeneous
network.

3) An improved RWR-based algorithm is developed to
provide intelligent recommendations, which is applied
in the scholarly big data environments to support users’
collaboration works.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
presents an overview of related works. We present the mod-
eling of HHN and define a series of measures for the quan-
tification of multitype correlations in the constructed model in
Section III. Algorithms are developed to provide intelligent
recommendations in Section IV. In Section V, we discuss
experiment and evaluation results based on the DBLP and
ResearchGate data. In Section VI, we summarize this research
and give a promising perspective on future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Studies on social network and correlation analysis, issues
of cyber intelligence mining with the RWR method, and

researches on the intelligent recommendation in the cyber-
social system are addressed, respectively, in this section.

A. Social Network Modeling and Correlation Analysis

Network modeling and correlation or relationship analysis
among users have become the fundamental and even indis-
pensable part for application and system development in cyber-
social computing environments. In particular, Xu et al. [11]
built a two-stage discriminant framework to model the group-
oriented decision-making process. Based on the analysis of
users’ preferences and their latent social connections, the
dynamic mutual influence was considered to improve the
prediction of potential event participation. Cepni et al. [12]
considered a new paradigm in social computing as a social
internet of vehicles. They constructed a social sensing model to
describe user observations and social consensus on Facebook
through the comment thread network. The reliability was ana-
lyzed based on users’ varying behaviors, relationships, and fea-
tures on Facebook. Yu et al. [13] combined the three factors:
mobility influence, content similarity, and social relationship
together to identify the on-site user in mobile social networks.
Through the transformation and location projection between
users and social events, individual location privacy could
be protected efficiently. Wang et al. [14] focused on crowd
behavior analysis and proposed a multiview based framework
for group detection. They analyzed individuals’ properties
within a structural context and extract cluster features based
on the integration of their motions and context similarities.
Lin et al. [15] studied the correlation of users’ stress states
and social interactions and presented a hybrid model to
analyze users’ textual, visual, and social attributes. A con-
volutional neural network was integrated with a factor graph
model to detect stress using a combination of tweet contents,
social structure, and interaction information. Zhao et al. [16]
fused the social network and mobile network together in
a social-physical graph model and designed a three-phase
approach for social-aware data dissemination within mobile-
to-mobile communications. Mechanisms were developed for
message selection and cooperation pairing based on users’
altruistic and selfish behaviors.

B. Cyber Intelligence Mining With RWR Method

As one of the famous graph-based methods, the RWR
method plays an important role in graph mining in social and
biological systems, due to its powerful ability in detecting
missing associations and inferring structural properties. It
has been widely applied in link prediction, Web ranking,
text mining, and personalized recommendation, which leads
to a significant way for representation learning in terms of
cyber intelligence hidden in the large-scale structured network
model. Specifically, Liao et al. [17] built a two-phase model
to recommend a group event in event-based social networks.
A global trust network was constructed according to multi-
ple factors, including topological network structures, users’
online social behaviors, and event participation records. The
RWR method was applied to predict the user’s preferences
along with the unexperienced events. Xia et al. [6] presented
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an RWR-based recommendation method, in which coauthor
order, latest collaboration time, and times of collaboration
were considered as three core academic factors to define the
link importance, in order to improve the academic collab-
oration in scholarly big data environments. Liu et al. [18]
proposed a method to recommend successive events based on
graph entropy. To cope with the cold start problem in event-
based social networks, they built a primary graph according to
entities and their relations from an event-based social network,
and a feedback graph according to user feedback from event
reservations. The RWR-based algorithm was then adopted to
calculate user-event similarity scores from these two graphs
with their corresponding graph entropies, and finally, gener-
ated the recommendation list. Zhang et al. [19] developed a
three-stage hierarchical community detection algorithm based
on random walks, in which they used the partial transition
matrix in terms of the error function to determine the number
of random walk steps. Recently, the RWR model was also
employed in heterogeneous network environments to deal
with hybrid graphs. For example, Yu et al. [20] developed
a birandom walk algorithm within a hybrid graph, which
was composed of two types of nodes and considered their
hierarchical structure and interactions in the modern biology
system. Fang and Lei [21] improved the RWR model with
the k-nearest neighbor algorithm, to handle a heterogeneous
network, which consisted of two similarity subnetworks and
one association subnetwork. The influence of the neighbor in
the constructed graph was taken into account to find some
potential associations.

C. Intelligent Recommendation in Cyber-Social System

Currently, the design of an intelligent recommendation
model has become more and more important in various hotly
discussed social application topics, such as social sensing,
user identification, community discovery, and so on. Multiple
social factors and properties have been taken into account to
improve the recommendation effectiveness, especially when
facing billions of heterogeneous user-item information with
the complex context in cyber-social systems. To overcome
the cold-start recommendation in the edge computing environ-
ment, Zhou et al. [22] proposed an intelligent recommenda-
tion method based on the inverse memory-based collaborative
filtering. According to the inference rules in social bal-
ance theory, they selected the opposite users and indirect
friends for the target user, based on which the quality-
optimal services could be recommended as the candidate
result. Zhong et al. [23] developed a hyperlink-induced topic
search algorithm and designed the weighted association rules
to calculate the apps’ authority and the users’ hub score,
which could reduce the number of malicious user ratings
with increasing intelligent devices in a mobile computing
environment. Lin et al. [24] exploited a weighted interest
degree recommendation algorithm with an association rule
mining algorithm, aiming at obtaining more accurate recom-
mendation content for the improvement of intelligent navigator
in-vehicle networks. Mao et al. [25] presented a recommen-
dation mechanism based on the modeling of multirelational

Fig. 1. Conceptual architecture of HHN.

social networks. A propagation model using random walk
algorithm was built to extract the original data from a sin-
gle social network, and a multigraph ranking model was
constructed to find out the nearest neighbors of particular
users based on the calculation of closeness between users.
Meng et al. [26] considered the spatial-temporal features in-
service recommendations and adopted tensor factorization to
discover latent factors from the constructed time-sensitive and
region-sensitive quality of service metrics. Two clustering
algorithms were employed to handle the data sparsity issue,
and a fast-distributed asynchronous mechanism was applied to
balance the accuracy of prediction and speed of convergence
in big data environments. Sun et al. [27] designed a frame-
work for the group recommendation based on a compositive
consideration of social relationships and social behaviors.
A group preference model was built according to social pro-
files from external experts, and a joint tolerance and altruism
model was built to describe user personalities. Algorithms
were then developed to provide online recommendations for
group users under different social contexts.

III. MODELING OF HIERARCHICAL HYBRID NETWORK

A. Model Description

Three basic relations among users and items are considered
to build the HHN model. Definitions can be expressed as
follows:

GHHN(N, E, C) (1)

where N = UN ∪ IN indicates a combination of users and
items in the heterogeneous network model, which is basically
used to form a user network UN and an item network IN.
Each network in this hierarchical model is composed of a
nonempty set of nodes, respectively. A conceptual image is
shown in Fig. 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, the whole architecture of HHN is
composed of a multilayer user network, which describes the
hierarchical user correlations, and a group of item networks,
which describes a variety of items categorized according to
their relevance or similarities. Users are connected within each
layer, or between different layers according to their various
relationships. For example, the directed links between different
layers can be used to describe the potential influence among
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users connected within their social networks. The undirected
links among different users within each layer can be used to
describe the similarity-based correlations among them. The
link between a user and an item indicates that this user is
interested in the item according to the constructed network
model. The details of UN and IN are addressed as follows.

UN = {u1, u2, . . . , um} represents a nonempty set of nodes
(i.e., the users) in the HHN model. In particular, ui represents
a specific user, and ui = (UIDi , Inti , LYRi ), in which UIDi

is the user ID, Inti is a vector with a set of keywords that
indicates the interests of ui , and LYRi is the specific layer
that ui belongs to in UN.

IN = {itm1, itm2, . . . , itmn} represents a nonempty set of
nodes (i.e., the items) in the HHN model. In particular, itmi

indicates a specific item, and itmi = (IIDi , Fi , Cuii , Ctgi ), in
which IIDi is the item ID, Fi is a vector with a set of keywords
to represent and describe the semantic features for itmi , Cuii

is a vector with a set of users who are interested in itmi , and
Ctgi indicates the specific category that itmi belongs to in IN.

E = (EUN, EIN, EUI) indicates a combination of edges
which connect different nodes in UN and IN. In particular,
it includes three important relations as: 1) EUN indicates the
direct or indirect relationships between ui and u j ; 2) EIN

indicates one kind of semantic-aware relationships between
itmi and itm j ; and 3) EUI indicates one kind of interest-based
relationships between ui and itm j .

C = {Ci j |if ∃ei j ∈ E} indicates a series of measures,
which are used to represent the multiple correlations between
different users and items within the HHN model.

B. Influence-Based Hierarchical User Relations

Users may connect and benefit from each other through
direct and indirect interactions in social networks. They will
conduct more collaborative behaviors when having similar
targets. In the HHN model, different kinds of interactions
within a layer or between layers can reflect different social
influences among users. Following our previous study [28], the
social influence hidden in users’ interactive behaviors based
on their similarities is involved in analyzing their multilayer
relationships in a hierarchical way. In particular, the three
relations mentioned above can be measured as follows.

EUN ⊂ U × U indicates one kind of hierarchical influence-
based relation between two connected users. In particular,
EUN = {�ui , CUUi j , u j� | ui , u j ∈ UN

}
can be determined

based on social activities between ui and u j . The weight
CUUi j , which is quantified based on the direct or indirect
social influence between ui and u j , can be expressed, respec-
tively, as follows:

CLRi j = e−|LYRi −LYR j | (2)

where CLRi j represents the direct influence-based correlation,
and e−|LYRi −LYR j | measures the correlation of two reachable
ui and u j from different layers.

CFRi j = smi · sm j

�smi� · ∥∥sm j

∥
∥ (3)

where CFRi j represents the indirect influence-based corre-
lation between ui and u j within the same layer. It can be

measured according to the similarity of ui and u j ’s interesting
items. Assuming there are in total K items interested by ui

and u j , the indicator τik is introduced to indicate whether
ui /u j is interested in itmk(τik = 1) or not (τik = 0). smi =
�Inti , τ i1 · F1, τi2 · F2, . . . , τik · Fk� is the semantic measurement
of ui to the K items.

C. Item Relations Associated With Semantic Attribute and
Social Influence

Another important factor is to measure the relationships
among items within IN. Given a specific itmi , the semantic
attribute which can be represented from its Fi , and the social
influence, which can be inferred from its connections with
users are utilized to analyze their relationships.

EIN ⊂ I × I indicates one kind of inner
relation between two items. In particular, EIN ={�itmi , CIIi j , itm j� | itmi , itm j ∈ IN

}
can be determined

based on the similarities in terms of semantic attributes and
social influence between itmi and itm j . The detailed vector
can be expressed as follows:

LFMi = �Fi , Cuii , Ctgi � (4)

Therefore, the correlation CIIi j between two items can be
measured base on their similarities as follows:

CIIi j = LFMi · LFM j

�LFMi� · ∥∥LFM j

∥∥ (5)

Furthermore, the user-item connection is analyzed to repre-
sent relations between UN and IN.

EUI ⊂ U × I indicates one kind of interest-based
relation between users and items. In particular, EUI ={�ui , CUIi j , itm j� | ui ∈ UN ∧ itm j ∈ IN

}
, where CUIi j can

be measured to indicate whether ui is interested in itm j

(CUIi j = 1) or not(CUIi j = 0).

IV. INTELLIGENT RECOMMENDATION IN

HETEROGENEOUS DATA ENVIRONMENTS

A. Random Walk With Restart Framework

Given a randomly selected user or item as an initial vertex
in the HHN model, the goal of intelligent recommendation is
to detect the optimal users in UN or items in IN. The RWR
model is employed to extract the structure-aware features and
figures out the optimal node based on their relevance in a
constructed HHN model.

The basic framework of the RWR model for recommenda-
tions from the HHN can be expressed as follows:

HR(t+1) = λM ∗ HR(t) + (1 − λ)q (6)

where λ, ranging from 0 to 1, is a damping coefficient. HRt

indicates a ranking score vector at the iteration step t . q
is the initial vector when starting the RWR model, which
is constructed according to the initial state of the network.
Specifically, q is initialized as [0, 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0, 0] and we
set HR0 = q , in which “1” indicates the target vertex vt at
the beginning. M is a transfer matrix, which indicates the
probability of each vertex to transfer to one another.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm for IR based on deep reinforcement learning.

Significantly, an intelligent router based on deep reinforce-
ment learning scheme is introduced to improve the transfer
matrix, which can optimize the RWR process and make it
more suitable to solve the problem in this article.

B. Intelligent Router Based on Deep Reinforcement Learning

Two key issues that need to be considered when designing
the routing scheme in hybrid networks during the RWR
process are: 1) how to set a reasonable routing rule within the
complex heterogeneous network during the RWR navigation
and 2) how to deal with the lack of labels when learning the
routing rule automatically. Therefore, an intelligent router via
the reinforcement learning method is developed to find an
optimal strategy to maximize the reward during the routing
process. With a giving reward, routing rules are learned by
the agent to improve the performance of navigation classifier
with HHN.

In this article, a tuple (S, Act, Rwd) is defined to evaluate
the mapping from the latent state to the decision action, in
which S is a set of latent states, Act is a set of actions,
and Rwd is a set of reward determined by the chosen action
and the current state. R(s, act) is an action-value function to
compute the reward for an action act ∈ Act at state s ∈ S.
The purpose is to find an optimal decision ˆact at each step by
estimating the state s. The intelligent routing (IR) algorithm
is shown in Fig. 2.

C. Mechanism for Intelligent Recommendation

To improve the navigation within the HHN and choose the
optimal solution for recommendations, both the correlation

Fig. 3. Algorithm for intelligent recommendation.

between two connected vertices (i.e., user or item) and routing
action are taken into account to construct the transfer matrix
M during the RWR process. Specifically, given a constructed
HHN model, the routing weight Wi j for two vertex vi and v j

can be defined as follows:

Wi j = Ci j ∗ acti j (7)

where Ci j denotes a specific correlation between vi and v j .
acti j indicates the corresponding routing action from vi to v j .
For example, if there is an edge between itemi and item j , Wi j

in M can be calculated by CIIi j in (5) and acti j via the IR
algorithm.

Accordingly, the intelligent recommendation is shown in
Fig. 3, which is able to find out more optimal nodes based
on the improved transfer matrix M via deep reinforcement
learning scheme.

Finally, the ranked top-n nodes can be generated. Given a
specific user or item as the target node, the improved RWR
framework incorporating with the intelligent router can find
the more valuable nodes, which can be provided as alternative
recommendations to improve the intelligent navigation in
heterogeneous big data environments.

V. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

A. Data Set

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed HHN model
in heterogeneous big data environments, we collected a real-
world data set from the scholarly social network. A crawling
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Fig. 4. Performance evaluation for intelligent recommendation. (a) PR-curve. (b) F1. (c) ROC.

program developed by Python 3.6 is deployed to collect
data from DBLP and ResearchGate, respectively. DBLP is
an online open-data service for bibliographic information.
As of the beginning of 2019, DBLP indexed over 4 mil-
lion publications by more than 2 million authors, including
more than 40 000 journal volumes and 39 000 conference
and workshop proceedings. ResearchGate is another online
scientific, social community service which contains over 140
million publications and connects with over 15 million users.
In addition, ResearchGate captures a variety of relationships
for both publications and users in cyberspace, including the
following relationship, citations, co-authorships, and so on.
Therefore, two entities, namely, researchers and articles, were
employed to construct the proposed HHN model based on the
collected DBLP and ResearchGate data.

We crawled more than 370 000 articles and 2 million
citation records generated by these articles. In addition, 13 100
researchers, along with their profiles, are collected, along with
nearly 800 thousand following relationships among them. We
separated the whole data set into two parts, in which 70% of
the data is the training data, and the other 30% is the test data.

B. Experiment Configuration and Evaluation Metrics

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our HHN model in
real-world applications, an experiment scenario is designed as
given a randomly selected target object (researcher/article) in
the test data set; we evaluate our method on recommending it
with a top-n valuable collaborative object list.

Four widely used metrics in recommendation evaluation,
namely, precision, recall, F1, and receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC), are employed in this article to evaluate the
performance of our proposed method. We set the length of
lists of recommendation alternatives from 2 to 50. The basic
RWR recommendation [6], ItemCF-based recommendation
[29], and SVM recommendation [30] are selected to compare
recommendations in heterogeneous big data environments,
with the proposed method.

Different optimizers were tested for deep neural network,
and the gradient descent performs the best when considering
the speed of reaching min loss. The ReLu activation function
and SoftMax classifier are applied in the deep neural network.
To avoid overfitting for the model, dropout function with a
rate of 0.5 is applied. To find the most valuable collaboration
objects in HHN, a reward (i.e., +1) is set for every right

TABLE I

EFFICIENCY OF IR

collaboration hit. The batch size of the learning process is 30.
A server of Intel Dual-Core Xeon E5-2630V3 8C/16T
2.40-GHz 20-MB L3, 28-GB/DDR4/2133 RAM, CentOS,
TensorFlow r2.0 is utilized to conduct the experiments.

C. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the efficiency of IR, we performed a test on how
fast the proposed method can achieve the highest reward. The
Q-learning method was tested as a baseline to quantitatively
compare the learning efficiency. Table I shows how rewards
increase with learning episodes for our proposed learning
scheme and Q-learning scheme.

As shown in Table I, we observed that both our proposed
learning scheme and Q-learning method could reach the same
rewards of 1000 finally. This result indicates that the semi-
supervised learning model can improve the efficiency of the
IR within the heterogeneous network. In addition, our deep
reinforcement learning scheme with the HHN model reaches
the maximum rewards at 300 episodes, which performs more
efficiently than Q-learning in this application scenario.

Furthermore, to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, especially when handling intelligent recommenda-
tions with heterogeneous data, we tested both the user-based
and item-based intelligent recommendations in the experiment
with the scholarly big data. Given a randomly selected target
object (researcher or article) with a maximum of 50 alterna-
tives, the proposed method was used to generate the optimal
academic collaborations alternatives, and the results were
compared with the aforementioned four baseline methods.

Experiments were conducted according to the previously
mentioned recommendation scenario, and the performances of
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the four methods evaluated according to the metrics introduced
earlier are shown in Fig. 4(a)–(c), respectively.

First, the downdrift PR-curves of the four methods shown in
Fig. 4(a) indicate how the precision and recall metrics change
and their correlations in this scenario. Based on these, the
proposed method outperforms the others in terms of the rec-
ommendation results. It can be explained as the reinforcement
learning-based intelligent router can automatically decide and
help the RWR algorithm to transmit the more relevant nodes
in different layers across the HHN model.

Furthermore, the F1-score curves shown in Fig. 4(b) demon-
strate the general performance of the four methods. It shows
that the performances of all the methods decrease with the
increasing length of recommendation lists. It is noted our
method using the reinforcement learning-based intelligent
router can achieve about 5% improvement than the other
methods and reach the peak result of 0.33 when two recom-
mendation alternatives are provided.

Moreover, the four ROC curves rise from left to right and
locate at the position of the upper left corner beyond the
diagonal line in Fig. 4(c), which indicates all the methods
can obtain a reasonable result for the experiment scenario. It
is observed that the proposed method gains 10% higher per-
formance than the other three methods. The result explains the
IR scheme introduced in our method can efficiently improve
the recommendation effectiveness in the hierarchical model.
The above-mentioned results indicate that the semisupervised
scheme is a practical way to deal with the heterogeneous big
data using our proposed HHN model.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed an HHN model for deep
correlation mining, which can be applied for intelligent rec-
ommendations in the heterogeneous big data environments.

We designed a hierarchical architecture to capture multitype
relationships among different users and items across multiple
layers. The internal social influence within one specific layer
or external social influence between different layers was taken
into account to quantify their correlations with a series of
measures. An intelligent router was then developed based on
the deep reinforcement learning to obtain optimal decisions
of whether jump into or jump out across the hierarchical
network during the RWR process. An RWR-based algorithm
was improved to provide an intelligent recommendation. As
an application scenario, our proposed model was applied
in the scholarly network analysis, to deal with real-world
heterogeneous big data. Experiments based on DBLP and
ResearchGate data demonstrated the practicability and effec-
tiveness of the proposed HHN model in providing users with
collaboration work support.

For future studies, the policy of IR within a heterogeneous
network can be further investigated. More evaluations on
different kinds of data set need to be conducted to examine and
improve the algorithm for different kinds of practical situations
using the proposed HHN model.
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